Biochemical and electron microscopic studies of the transcription of vaccinia DNA by RNA polymerase from Escherichia coli: localization and characterization of transcriptional complexes.
We used the prokaryotic Escherichia coli RNA polymerase to determine if vaccinia DNA might provide recognition sites for the bacterial binding and initiation. Electron microscopic studies of the interaction of E. coli RNA polymerase with vaccinia DNA and molecular hybridization analysis of the transcription products formed after 3 or 5 min of in vitro incubation showed that: there were 30-40 sites on the template where the polymerase could bind and initiate cRNA synthesis; the entire coding capacity of the genome was utilized for cRNA synthesis; transcription was asymmetric; cRNA molecules were similar in size to the transcripts synthesized by the vaccinia virus RNA polymerase in vitro and in vivo; cRNA contains sequences in common with 'pre-early', 'early', and 'late' in vivo RNA; 'self-annealing' of cRNA in the presence or absence of RNA synthesized in vitro by the virion associated RNA polymerase showed that less than 1% dsRNA product could be detected suggesting that initially the same strand(s) was copied by the viral and bacterial enzymes; no differences in the frequency with which sequences represented in the Hind III fragments of vaccinia DNA were transcripted with time of in vitro incubation could be detected. These findings strongly suggest that the bacterial enzyme might recognize truly viral promotors. With extended in vitro incubations of the E. coli RNA polymerase with vaccinia DNA the control of transcription was found to diminish. This was correlated with an increase in the size of the transcripts and the synthesis of significant amounts of self-complementary RNA, indicating that symmetrical transcription was occurring. The dsRNA species recovered after self-annealing the cRNA from a 30 min in vitro reaction mixture were found to contain sequences which hybridized to some portion of all the Hind III restriction fragments of vaccinia DNA. The methods described here might be useful for the localization and characterization of promotor sequences in the genome of vaccinia virus, as well as for studies on sequence conservation between members of the Poxvirus genus.